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New Holland dealer T H WHITE showcases latest tractors, balers and forage
harvesters at Grassland UK
 New Holland dealer T H WHITE is showcasing the new T6 Dynamic CommandTM multi-purpose
tractor at this year’s Grassland UK
 New Holland’s Roll Baler 125 and Roll Baler 125 Combi will be demonstrated during the show
 FR650 Forage Harvester Ultimate capacity will be in action
New Holland dealer T H WHITE Agriculture will be presenting the latest New Holland tractors,
foragers and a selection of balers at Grassland UK on Thursday 10th May on a working farm
adjacent to the Royal Bath & West Showground. There will be a team of seven from T H White
on hand to demonstrate the machinery and answer questions.
The line up for the day on Demonstration site 3 includes the new FR650 Forage Cruiser,
alongside the BigBaler 890 Plus, RB125 and RB150 Roll Balers working with a T6.175
DualCommandTM tractor.
FR650 Forage Cruiser
New Holland’s FR Forage Cruiser self-propelled forage harvester range delivers consistently high
chop quality and industry-leading crop processing efficiency. The cutter head on the FR650
Forage Cruiser powers through crop lumps effortlessly with the proven chevron knife design
chopping cleanly, quickly and, most importantly, uniformly.
The Forage Cruiser’s Hydroloc feedroll drive system enables the operator to adjust the length of
cut to match crop conditions on the go, while the exclusive Variflow™ system enables the
operator to optimise crop flow in difficult to blow conditions for maximum throughput.
Power to the FR650 comes from its Cursor 16 engine, which delivers powerful performances with
exceptionally low fuel and DEF consumption. Tuned specifically to forage harvesting, it delivers
almost instantaneous transient response, enabling the FR650 to able to handle sudden changes
in load without stopping or plugging, resulting in up to 5* increase in capacity versus the previous
model (FR700). Fuel and DEF tank capacities are increased to provide the autonomy farmers and
contractors need for long harvesting days.

Round Balers
Demonstrating round baling operations will be New Holland’s Roll Baler 125 featuring the latest
pick-up, which was introduced on the Big Baler and Roll Belt balers.
At 2.3 m, the Roll Baler 125 is 300mm wider than the previous model. The 5 tine bars with double
cam drive and the adjustable suspension deliver ultimate feeding capacity and best-in class pick
up efficiency. The improved roller windguard, also adopted from the Big Baler range, ensures
perfect feeding of very small or heavy windrows and is available with a choice of removable fixed
or swivel wheels that can be stowed on the pick up for transport, and remains under 3m wide
when the pick-up wheels are installed. This Round Baler reduces crop losses even in dry
conditions, ensuring consistent and superior bale density.
Tractors
T H WHITE and New Holland will also be showcasing the new T6 Dynamic CommandTM multipurpose tractor introducing the brand new, 8 step semi-powershift transmission. Available on the
T6 all-purpose tractor series from 115-117 hp, the Dynamic Command sets a new certified
benchmark in efficiency, and adds further choice to the very popular Basildon-Built T6 range,
complementing the T6 Electro Command and Auto Command models.

New Holland Agriculture's reputation is built on the success of our customers, cash crop producers, livestock
farmers, contractors, vineyards, or groundscare professionals. They can count on the widest offering of innovative
products and services: a full line of equipment, from tractors to harvesting, material handling equipment,
complemented by tailored financial services from a specialist in agriculture. A highly professional global dealer
network and New Holland’s commitment to excellence guarantees the ultimate customer experience for every
customer. For more information on New Holland visit www.newholland.com
New Holland Agriculture is a brand of CNH Industrial N.V. (NYSE: CNHI /MI: CNHI) a global leader in the capital
goods sector with established industrial experience, a wide range of products and a worldwide presence. More
information about CNH Industrial can be found online at www.cnhindustrial.com
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